The OWO-HWO feedforward network training algorithm altemately solves linear equarions for output weights and reduces a separate hidden layer errorfunction with respect to hidden layer weights. Here, a new hidden layer enar function is pioposed which de-emphasizes net Jiniction errors that correspond to saturated activation firnctioii values. In addition, an adaptive learning rate based on the local shape of the ermr surjace is used in hidden layer training. Faster learning convetxence is experimentally verified.
Introduction
The output weight optimization-hidden weight optimization (OWO-HWO) algorithm [I] is widely used in the training of feed-forward neural networks such as the multiplayer perceptron (MLP). It works well for many approximation and pattem recognition problems [ l , 3, 41. In OWO-HWO, we alternately modify output weights and hidden unit weights to reduce the training error. It modifies the hidden weights based on the minimization of the Mean Square Erior (MSE) between the desired and the actual net function, which was originally proposed in [2]. Although, OWO-HWO often converges quickly, it didn't use some effective techniques, for examples, premature saturation prevention, learning rate adaptation.
In this paper, we develop improvements to OW-0-HWO.
In section 2, we review the OWO-HWO algorithm. In section 3, we introduce a new hidden layer error function and an adaptation law for the hidden layer learning rate. The convergence of this method is shown. In section 4, we compare this modified HWO with the original OWO-HWO by running on several different training data sets. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.
Review of OWO-HWO
In this section, we first describe the notation and error functions of feed-forward neural network. Then the strategies of output weight changes and hidden weight changes are introduced.
Notation in HWO
We are given a set of N, training pattems {(xp, t,)} where the pth input vector x, and the pth desired output vector t, have dimension N and M, respectively.
Here we use three layer, fully connected MLP networks. 
OWO-HWO algorithm
As the output units have linear activation functions, the O W 0 procedure can be realized by solving linear equations [l] , which result when gradients of E with respect to the output weights are set to zero.
In HWO, the hidden weights are updated by minimizing a separate error function for each hidden unit. These error functions use differences between the desired and the actual net function. Forjth hidden unit andpth pattern, the desired net function ne(,&) is constructed as [l]:
Z is the learning rate and ;5x> is the delta function defined where n is the index of units in the output layers which are connected to the jth hidden layer and &(n) is the delta function of the output layer: 
Using (2.10), the error function for the jtb hidden unit is written as which is minimized with respect to e(j, ;).using the conjugate gradient method.
Modified HWO algorithm
Use of E6 (j] in (2.11) ignores the effects of activation function saturation when 1 netJj) 1 is large. In this section, we derive a ney hidden layer error function, which takes saturation into account, 
New hidden layer error function
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This hidden layer error function successfully de-emphasizes error in saturated hidden units. However, the de-emphasis has experimentally been found to be too severe. Accordingly, we actually use
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Adaptive hidden layer learning rate
In OWO-HWO, a bold drive (BD) technique [SI is used to adapt the hidden layer leaming rate. It increases the learning rate Z, when the error decreases at a given step, as Z t Z . 1 . 2 (3.13) Otherwise the learning rate is decreased as Z t 2.0.5 (3.14) As the error function has broad flat regions adjoining narrow steep ones [6] , the leaming rate should be adapted according to the local shape of the error surface. That is, when in flat regions, larger Z can be used, while in a steep region, the learning rate should be kept small.
Combining this idea with the BD technique, we developed a new adaptive learning rate for the hidden layer. When the error increases at a given step, we still use (3.14). When the error decreases at a given step, we use Z t Z . G (3.15) where the gain G is
The parameter a i s used to limit the maximum value of G. In our simulations, a i s set to 0.49. The ratio R is calculated using the last epoch's parameters, as
The hidden weight change vector e in (3.17) is available from solving (3.12) in the previous HWO iteration. E, and El are the total output MSEs of last two iterations respectively.
In fact, if we assume the hidden weight changes are small, R approximates the current gradient magnitude of the hidden unit error surface. When the gradient magnitude is small, the local shape of error function is flat; otherwise it is steep 161. So ffom (3.15) to (3.17), the learning rate Z is modulated by an adaptive factor G, which varies from 1 to ( ] + a ) with respect to the local shape of the error function. so the changes in E will be a nonincreasing sequence and the total MSE E converges.
Convergence of the modified HWO algorithm
Simulation Results
The proposed ideas were verified using several training dab sets, Training data set Twodha contains simulated dah based on models frombackscattering measurements. It has 8 inputs and 7 outputs, 1768 pattems. The SimUlation result is shown in figure I . ''ar--1. 6 '.,I
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The training results are given in figure 4.
modified HWO algorithm has faster convergence speed. algorithm using learning adaptation Methods". Compulotion, Vol. 11, 1999 , pp. 1769 From the simulation results, it is obvious that the
Conclusion
In order to accelerate convergence of the original OWO-HWO algorithm, this paper proposed some improvements. The new hidden layer error function takes hidden unit saturation into account. The hidden layer learning rate now adapts according to the local shape ofthe error surface. Both techniques successfully increased the training speed.
When testing on several data sets, the modified HWO algorithm outperforms the original one in most cases. However, there are some issues that need further investigation. More theoretical analysis of the new hidden layer error function is needed. We also need to design an adaptation law for.the learning rate without a heuristic parameter a
